
“WIS 2.0: Prioritizes use 
of public telecoms 
networks.”

“ WIS 2.0: Adopts Web 
technologies ...”

“WIS 2.0: uses Web services 
for publishing data.” “

WIS 2.0: adds 
open standard 
message 
protocols to 
the GTS.”

WIS 2.0: The next step in data sharing infrastructure for all of WMO



What about Big Data?
What happens when data from 
other centres is too big to move?

> data volumes are getting bigger

WIS 2.0 encourages use of         
cloud technology to enable users to 
exploit big data … 

Cloud-hosted data platforms 
provide processing capacity and 
ready-made tooling

Don’t download: use data in-situ

WIS 2.0: The next step in data sharing infrastructure for all of WMO



WIS 2.0: The next step in data sharing infrastructure for all of WMO

The WMO Global Telecommunications System (GTS) was designed to enable WMO Members to share data and products with each other in
support of operational weather forecasting. Over the last 40 years, the GTS has moved indispensable, time-critical data between NMHSs 24
hours a day, 365 days a year.

Recognising the importance of meteorological data to everyone – not only NMHSs – the WMO Information System (WIS) was commissioned
by Congress in 2007. WIS built on and incorporated the GTS, providing additional mechanisms for users to find and access data shared on
the GTS.

However, this mainstay of global data sharing has its limitations. Once data is published on the GTS anyone with a message switch can use
the data they receive – or forward that data to other message switches. Data publishers must trust recipients to respect terms and
conditions in their data licenses.

In 2020, data sharing in WMO is changing once again with WIS 2.0. An evolution rather than a revolution, WIS 2.0 will use Web technology
to share data and information. It will support both free and open data as well as data released under commercial or restrictive licenses.

WIS 2.0 will provide data publishers with the ability to better control how their data is shared and used.

For more information please see:

WMO Information System 2.0 Implementation Approach Cg-18/INF 6.2(3)

https://wmoomm.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/wmocpdb/EcdiHpZdY7FNpvuZeQABanQB3NYM0OAC04ox0yyKf_CW4Q?e=IaEZNx

Draft Recommandation 4.1.3(1)/1 (INFCOM-1) - draft implementation plan and functional architecture

https://wmoomm.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/wmocpdb/EaYXoySveg1DgI7sNz5ezXoBgLpiEylMWZZAdipGo1xATg?e=hmZ5Zq
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